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Abstract

Database indexes have a significant impact to speed up access to particular item or items. While B+Tree is the most important index structure for disk-based database management systems (DBMS), T*-Tree is optimized for main memory access and widely used for in memory database system (IMDB). however, the prior researches made performance evaluation between T*-Tree and B+Tree on hardware with different memory hierarchy characteristics and single core CPU due to some of these studies published nearly two decades ago. In this paper, we implemented the state of the art of T*-Tree and B+Tree for main memory use. The two indexes structure were tested on modern hardware. Unlike the previous experimental results, our test performed shows that B+Tree is faster than T*-Tree in the most of the test cases.

1 Introduction

recently, IMDB was raised because Random access memory becomes more density and cheaper. Nowadays it becomes common for home PC to have 8 gigabytes or more of random access memory. Because of the system contains big memory, it becomes feasible to store and manage database within main memory. It is quite likely that databases, at least for some applications where real time access and high data performance are required, will eventually fit entirely in main memory [6,7], that is causing a growing number of IMDB researchers became interested in it architecture, data organization, and access methods. This paper focuses on the use of the index structure to access data which reside in main memory. In the end of 80's, Lehman and Carey evolved the T-tree from AVL-Tree and B-Tree as an index structure for main memory database [6]. in that time, experiments indicate that T-Tree outperform B+-Tree in main memory [3] proposed T*-Tree, which is an improvement from T-tree for better use of query operations, including range queries and which contains all other good features of T-tree. Because of its good overall performance, the T-tree and its variant have been widely accepted as a promising index structure for main memory databases. for example, Oracle TimesTen [4] uses T-tree indexes, which are optimized for main memory access [5]. A study from decades ago have used hardware with different memory hierarchy characteristics and CPUs (no multi-core back then, let alone inhomogeneous ones) that had a hard time to saturate the memory interface.

Today, T-Tree and its variants are bound to suffer horribly because of their poor locality, both in the sense of expected block/page transfer counts and in the sense of cache locality.

Compare this to the excellent access locality of B-Trees in general and B+Tree in particular (not to mention cache-oblivious and cache-conscious versions that were designed explicitly with memory performance characteristics in mind) [1,2]. according to our experiments, it seems that T-Tree and its variants have nothing to offer in the way of performance, given that the times of commodity hardware with a single-level memory 'hierarchy' have been gone for decades.

In this paper, we reimplemented T*-Tree the most advanced variant of T-Tree and B+-Tree as they described from them authors. then, extensive experiments are conducted on modern hardware. The experimental results show that the B-Tree index provides better performance than T*-Tree on modern hardware.

2 T*-Tree index structure

In this section, we first briefly describe the structure of the T*-Tree [3], complete T*-Tree shown in figure 2.
The T*-tree is a binary tree with many items in a node. By this design, T*-Tree keeps the intrinsic binary search nature which is inherited from the AVL-Tree, and has the good update and storage utilities of the B-Tree by having many items in a node.

T*-Tree enhanced the structure of the T-Tree by adding an additional pointer, called a successor pointer which points directly to the successor node for each node in T*-Tree. Figure 1, represent T*-Node, each node of a T*-Tree has a pointer to the successor node, which makes it easier to scan sequentially by using a simple linked list rather than a tree traversal for query processing, such as range query. This pointer can also be used to pass down directly to the leaf node due to insert/delete underflows.

![Figure 1: Structure of a T*-node](image)

Figure 2: T*-Tree diagram

### 2.1 Offline index insertion

In offline mode the new index is built while the old index is empty. To evaluate the insert cost, one million items were inserted into each index structure. We inserted unique values to the indexes structure. so, insert operation do the additional search operation to ensure that the item was not already in the index.

The results of this test are shown in figure 3.

![Figure 3: Offline index insertion](image)

### 2.2 Online index insertion

In online mode the new index is built while the old index has already one million values. To evaluate the insert cost, another one million items were inserted into each index structure. We inserted unique values to the indexes structure. so, insert operation do the additional search operation to ensure that the item was not already in the index.

The results of this test are shown in figure 4.

- Experiment results and Discussions

To test the performance between T*-Tree and B+Tree, we developed a test suit. test cases imitated all possible operations which database management systems (DBMS) perform on index structure such as data insertion, deletion, search and range queries. The implementation of both algorithms was done in min memory style and implemented in C programming language. All experiments were run using a machine with Intel Core 5CPU @2.30GHz, 8 GB main memory, and running on Windows 10. Datasets are generated by random number generator. Each tree structure with varying node sizes (from 20 to 100) was tested for the following test cases:
The figure shows, B+-Tree is faster than T*-Tree at online insertion.

2.3 Delete items from index

To get a more realistic delete cost, we first insert one million data items to the index structure and then we only delete 400,00 data items from the index structure was deleted. deleting all the Tree elements would give the false analysis of the delete cost [6]

the results of this test are shown in figure 5

As we see, B+-Tree is faster than T*-Tree at Deletion operation.

2.4 Searching

To measure the search speed of the indexes structure, each index was searched for 400,000 different random elements. each element requiring a new search.

the results of this test are shown in figure 6

The figure shows that in the case of range query, the B+-Tree provided excellent performance against the T*-Tree.

3 conclusion

In this paper, we revisited the performance comparison between the T*-Tree and B+-Tree on modern hardware. Unlike previous results of related work, our experiment
results indicate that when the data reside in memory the B+-Tree index provides better performance than T*-Tree index in the most of index operations. The reason is mainly due to the previous reported works have used old hardware with different memory hierarchy characteristics and single CPU.
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